
Ideal Use: Luxury decorative finishes for hotels, department stores, office buildings,
banks, luxury entertainment holes, lobby, front desk of buildings, exhibition centers,
etc..,
Applicable surfaces: Concrete, cement, plaster board, wood, etc. Applicable to almost
surfaces.
Storage: Min. 12 months, Stored in original sealed drums at room temperature
condition.
Drying time

Dry hard: Min. 4 hrs in room temperature
Full hardness: 72 hours

Packing details/Theoretical spreading rate
4L(g)/15㎡~18㎡(g) (According to Primer, Intermediate, Top application)

Application Temperature: Recommended  to be between +5℃ and +35℃ and over
under adequate ventilation.

Tools: Sprayer, trowel, spatula, scraper,  brush, roller, sponge, pattern roller, etc..,
Primer(Aspetto 1st): After surface treatment, fully apply a coat using a trowel or
sprayer.
Intermediate(Aspetto 2nd): After drying, evenly apply  the 2nd coat using a trowel or
scraper, during the surface is still wet, create desired patterns with a special brush,
pattern roller, natural-sponge, etc..,. In case you want to make press patterns, use
with scraper or putty knife and apply patterns before drying.  [*Roller type
(AP1000~AP8999), Scraper type (AP9000~AP9999)]
Sealer Coat: (Need for applying with a pattern roller only)! After drying off the
intermediate Aspetto coat, evenly apply a thin coat of Boltex clear & dry off.  
Top(Aspetto 3rd): After drying (dry-hard), apply a coat of the 3rd coat using a scraper
or trowel.

Composition: High purity pearl, special pigment, and exclusively designed filler, etc..,
 
Aspetto is an eco-friendly water-based decorative interior paint made of high purity
pearl, special pigment, and exclusively designed filler. It presents a highly courteous &
impressive metallic finish that contains a soft tone and smooth texture. The paint
expresses a unique decorative look & feel by combining luxurious ancient styles &
modern refines. Also, the pigment contains specially designed ceramic balls that
function excellent cubic reflectant effects. As usual, it has less odor, non-toxic, non-
flammable, water & pollution proof, fungus-resistant, and strong adhesion properties.  
 

 

 
Application Guide

ASPETTO
Pastel tone metallic texture finish paint


